Presidential Policy Library URL Guide

In order to avoid broken links when connecting to Presidential Policies, we recommend adding the permanent URL to your sites. Permanent URLs end in a 7 digit number. For example the permanent URL to our Sexual Harassment Sexual Violence Policy is http://policy.ucop.edu/doc/4000385.

When you search for one of our policies, you are taken to a page which displays a URL such as–

The permanent URL is everything up to and including the 7 digit number, as seen below.

Leaving off everything after the 7 digit number, will allow the permanent link to remain live, even if the name or policy number of the corresponding policy is changed. In our system, the first part of the URL – http://policy.ucop.edu/doc is the location for all of our Presidential Policies. The 7 digit number, 4000385, is the permanent identifier of the document you are seeking. Finally, the last part – SHSV – is used when saving a document. This last portion, may sometimes change when a new version of a policy is issued.

If you have any questions regarding Policy links or Policy development, or if you have encountered a broken link, please contact the Universitywide Policy Office at PolicyOffice@ucop.edu.